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So how often do you evaluate how well your information technology is working?
Quarterly?  Annually? When something stops working? Never?

Would you do that with an employee?

Probably not.

That’s why I’d like to throw out the idea that the best way to evaluate the
effectiveness of IT in meeting your company’s needs and goals is to think of your
IT system as another employee. As with an employee, you’ll evaluate regularly,
provide feedback on what’s working and what isn’t, and fire an employee (or
system) that has totally failed to meet your company’s demands.

Without effective IT system evaluation and management, software development
is unlikely to provide the required return on investment, just the same as an
employee who is not trained, given professional growth opportunities, and
regular feedback can hardly be expected to thrive.

So how do you implement effective IT systems? Well, it’s not so different as how
you would evaluate an effective employee:

Conduct a Comprehensive Analysis of the Existing Application – If you’re
updating or replacing an existing application, it’s important to understand
what was working and not working. By interviewing users and IT support
personnel, you can identify strengths and weaknesses of the current
application. This information will help direct your efforts in new software
development.

Define the New Application’s Requirements – Keep in mind where the existing
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system has fallen short, and then outline the requirements for the new
application. Highlight specific and necessary areas of improvement.

Design and Develop the New Application –Plan for hardware selection,
programming languages, operating systems, functionality, and security.

Launch the New Application – But don’t do so without support, training, and
guidance.

Evaluate and Maintain the Application – Launch isn’t the endgame. As with
an employee, keep evaluating an application to make sure it meets the goals
you have set. Identify shortcomings, and figure out how to fix them.

If you don’t give your IT systems the same level of consideration, review, and
feedback that you do an employee, then you can’t expect them to work for
you, grow for the future, or expand to meet changing needs. Mentor your IT
needs just as you would a new hire.

Based in Phoenix, Arizona, MYTEK provides IT consulting services for outsourced
technology projects. The company offers a broad range of solutions in IT
Network Services, IT Account Services, Data and Development Services and
Telephony Services. Using a customized approach, MYTEK designs the best
solutions to fit each business situation.

For more information about IT project management, visit http://www.mytek.net.
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